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Abstract
Implementing efﬁcient algorithms for combining decision procedures has been a challenge and their correctness precarious.
In this paper we describe an inference system that has the classical Nelson–Oppen procedure at its core and includes several
optimizations: variable abstraction with sharing, canonization of terms at the theory level, and Shostak’s streamlined generation of
new equalities for theories with solvers. The transitions of our system are ﬁne-grained enough to model most of the mechanisms
currently used in designing combination procedures. In particular, with a simple language of regular expressions we are able to
describe several combination algorithms as strategies for our inference system, from the basic Nelson–Oppen to the very highly
optimized one recently given by Shankar and Rueß. Presenting the basic system at a high level of generality and non-determinism
allows transparent correctness proofs that can be extended in a modular fashion when new features are introduced in the system.
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1. Introduction
Efﬁcient decision procedures exist for many ﬁrst-order theories commonly occurring in modeling and veriﬁcation of
computer hardware and software. Linear arithmetic, the pure theory of equality, and theories associated with algebraic
datatypes are some examples. Since the interesting properties are often expressed by formulas involving symbols from
more than one theory, what one really needs is the integration of these “little engines of proof” into a single efﬁcient
tool [27]. Several such systems have been designed [14,30,8,12,3] and used in a variety of applications: general purpose
theorem provers, static analysis, extended type checking, hardware veriﬁcation, etc.
The promise of combination provers is great, but their actual use is still limited and their design is in the state of
active research and experimentation. The basic design principles have been set down in the landmark papers of Nelson
and Oppen [21] and Shostak [29]. Nelson and Oppen described and proved a general combination algorithm, and
Shostak offered an apparently more efﬁcient algorithm, but of restricted scope. What exactly the scope of Shostak’s
method is has remained unclear for a long time, and it took 20 years to obtain the ﬁrst correct versions of his algorithm
[28,7,16,18].
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On the other hand, correctness of the Nelson and Oppen framework has not been a concern; a pleasing high-level
proof is given by Tinelli and Harandi [32]. Correctness becomes a concern, however, as soon as we attempt to describe
this framework at a lower level that explicates important implementation features, or to incorporate Shostak’s algorithm
into it.
Our goal in this paper is to describe the Nelson–Oppen framework at a level that is high enough to enjoy a simple
correctness proof (based on the theorem of Tinelli and Harandi), and low enough to incorporate crucial optimizations,
like variable abstraction with sharing, theory state normalization, and deduction by lookup.
Our system is described in Section 3 by a set of transformation rules which can be applied in arbitrary order. The
generality and non-determinism expose only the essential parts of the system and allow for simple correctness proofs.
They also give us great ﬂexibility to restrict the system further without needing to reprove most of the necessary
correctness facts. We demonstrate this in Section 4, by expressing several interesting strategies with a simple language
similar to the language of regular expressions, and by proving the correctness of these strategies with only a little extra
effort.
In Section 5 we give a version of our inference system capable of modeling more efﬁcient algorithms for variable
abstraction. The essence of Shostak’s method is given by the rules we present in Section 6. The rules capture the
inference pattern that is possible for the so-called Shostak theories and that allows these theories to “cooperate” in the
Nelson–Oppen framework more efﬁciently than by using a generic search-and-backtrack mechanism. With these rules
added to our inference system it becomes possible to express complex algorithms, and we show in Section 7 a strategy
that quite accurately describes the recent algorithm of Shankar and Rueß. The algorithm combines decision procedures
of several Shostak theories and is the most detailed algorithm of this kind whose correctness has been proved [28].
The inference rules deﬁned in Section 3 can be turned into a modular implementation of a combined decision
procedurewith clean interfaces for theorymodules. Section 8 brieﬂy describes our prototype implementation inOCaml.
2. Notations and conventions
This section contains the notation and conventions used throughout the paper.
Given a ﬁrst-order signature  and a ﬁxed countable set X of variables, we will denote by T(X) the set of terms
constructed over  and X. We will use the symbols a, b (possibly subscripted) to denote terms and x, y, z to denote
variables. Viewing terms as trees, subterms within a given term a are identiﬁed by their positions. Given a position ,
a denotes the subterm of a at position , and a[ → b] the term obtained by the replacement of a by the term b.
For simplicity we will consider only signatures without predicate symbols. Literals are thus equations a ≈ b
between terms over, and disequations ¬(a ≈ b) that will be written as a /≈ b. We will write a  b for a general literal
(equation or disequation). A positive clause, or a p-clause, is either an equation between variables, or a disjunction of
such equations. Formulas over  are built from literals using the standard logical connectives. Sets of formulas are
viewed as conjunctions of their elements.
As usual, we say that a formula  over  is satisﬁable (resp. valid) if it holds for some (resp. all) -models and
variable assignments. A theory is a satisﬁable set of closed formulas over some signature. If T and are, respectively,
a theory and a formula over , we say that is T -satisﬁable if T ∪{} is satisﬁable. The entailment notation T ,
means that the implication  →  holds in all models of T and for all variable assignments. We will use the notation
T 12 for equisatisﬁability of1 and2 modulo T ; in other words, for T ′1 ↔ ′2, where′i is the existential
closure of i . More generally, we will write T  V12 as a shorthand for T ′1 ↔ ′2, where ′i is i preﬁxed
with quantiﬁers ∃x for all x /∈ V that occur in i . This formalizes the notion of “equivalence” of 1 and 2 viewed as
systems of equations in unknowns from V .
A decision procedure for a theory T is an algorithm that decides for a given quantiﬁer-free formula  whether
T  or not. As is well known, having a decision procedure for a theory amounts to having an algorithm that checks
satisﬁability of sets of literals.
A theory T is stably inﬁnite if every quantiﬁer-free formula satisﬁable in some model of T is also satisﬁable in an
inﬁnite model of T . All theories in this paper will be stably inﬁnite by assumption.
Two theories T1 and T2 are disjoint if they are deﬁned over two disjoint signatures 1 and 2. We will use the
notation T1 + T2 for the union of disjoint theories. A term over 1 + 2 is an i-term if its root symbol is in i ; it is a
pure i-term if its symbols are all in i .
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3. The equality propagation procedure
We present in this section an abstract version of the equality propagation procedure of Nelson and Oppen [21]. It
combines decision procedures of disjoint stably inﬁnite theories into a single decision procedure for the union theory.
3.1. Abstract combination procedure
Let T0, . . . , Tn be disjoint stably inﬁnite theories and T = T0 + · · · + Tn the combined theory. In the following, we
will use the term satisﬁable to mean T -satisﬁable.
We deﬁne the operation of our abstract procedure by a set of inference rules, shown in Fig. 1. The rules describe the
evolution of the state of the procedure, represented as a conﬁguration 〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉, where:  is a set of
literals over T ;  is a set of p-clauses and disequations between variables; each i is a set of equations of the form
x ≈ a where x is a variable and a is a pure i-term; and V is a set of variables containing those occurring in  and .
By deﬁnition, eq is the subset of  consisting of all equations that occur as elements of . We also use the symbol
⊥ as a conﬁguration, and call a conﬁguration proper if it is not ⊥. The aim of our inference system is to determine
satisﬁability of conﬁgurations, formally deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1 (Satisﬁability). A conﬁguration 〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉 is satisﬁable if the formula  ∧ 0 ∧ · · · ∧
n ∧  is satisﬁable. The conﬁguration ⊥ is not satisﬁable.
We say that a conﬁguration C reduces to a conﬁguration C′, written C ⇒ C′, if C can be transformed into C′ by
applying one of the inference rules. Conﬁgurations that allow no reductions will be called irreducible.
Satisﬁability of any set  of literals over T is clearly equivalent to the satisﬁability of the corresponding initial
conﬁguration C = 〈V []  []  [] 〉, where V is the set of variables in . With this interpretation of  as a
conﬁguration, and in view of the following theorem, our inference system is indeed a non-deterministic decision
procedure for T .
(Ab)stracti
〈V []  []  unionmulti {a  b} [] . . . ,i , . . .〉
〈V unionmulti {z} []  []  ∪ {a[ → z]  b} [] . . . ,i ∪ {z ≈ a}, . . .〉
where a ∈ Ti (X) − X
(Ar)range
〈V []  []  unionmulti {x  y} [] 0, . . . ,n〉
〈V []  ∪ {x  y} []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
(De)ducti
〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
〈V []  ∪  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
where  is a p-clause;  / ; Ti ,i ,eq  
(Co)ntradicti
〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
⊥
where i ∧  is not Ti-satisﬁable
(Br)anch
〈V []  unionmulti {x1 ≈ y1 ∨ · · · ∨ xk ≈ yk} []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
〈V []  ∪ {xi ≈ yi} []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
where  / xi ≈ yi; 1 ik
Fig. 1. Inference system for combining decision procedures.
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Theorem 1 (Correctness). A set of formulas  is satisﬁable if and only if there exists a proper irreducible
conﬁguration C such that C ⇒∗ C.
We will turn to the proof of Theorem 1 after a brief discussion of the rules. For convenience we treat literals as
syntactically symmetric in these rules, so that a  b also matches b  a. The rules Abstracti (0 in) are used to
purify the literals of . If a is a pure i-subterm of a, then Abstracti replaces a in a with a new variable z, at the same
time adding the equation z ≈ a to the set i . The rule Arrange just transfers (dis)equations between variables from
 to . The rules Contradicti , Deducti and Branch perform equality propagation by moving to  new (disjunctions
of) equations between variables that are valid in some theory Ti . The rule Deducti adds to  a new p-clause that
is not a logical consequence of , but is possible to derive from eq together with the “theory knowledge” i . The
rule Contradicti produces the conﬁguration ⊥ as soon as the state i becomes incompatible with . Finally, the rule
Branch performs a case split by choosing an equation from a disjunction of equations contained in .
Example 1. The following table shows the reduction of an unsatisﬁable initial conﬁguration to ⊥. It also uses the
rule Sharei deﬁned later in this section. The theory T1 is the theory of linear arithmetic and T0 is the theory of one
uninterpreted unary symbol f .
V   0 1 Rule
x 
f (x) ≈ x
f (2x − f (x)) /≈ x  
x, y 
y ≈ x
f (2x − f (x)) /≈ x y ≈ f (x)  Ab0
x, y y ≈ x f (2x − f (x)) /≈ x y ≈ f (x)  Ar
x, y y ≈ x f (2x − y) /≈ x y ≈ f (x)  Sh0
x, y, z y ≈ x f (z) /≈ x y ≈ f (x) z ≈ 2x − y Ab1
x, y, z, u y ≈ x u /≈ x y ≈ f (x)
u ≈ f (z) z ≈ 2x − y Ab0
x, y, z, u y ≈ x, u /≈ x  y ≈ f (x)
u ≈ f (z) z ≈ 2x − y Ar
x, y, z, u
y ≈ x
u /≈ x, z ≈ x 
u ≈ f (z)
y ≈ f (x) z ≈ 2x − y De1
⊥ Co0
3.2. Correctness of the abstract combination procedure
Theorem 1 follows from the following four lemmas.
Lemma 1 (Termination). The relation ⇒ is terminating.
Proof. Assume the contrary: there exists an inﬁnite chain of reductions
C1 ⇒ C2 ⇒ C3 ⇒ · · · (1)
Clearly, the rule Contradict does not occur in (1). The rules Abstract and Arrange are the only ones that can change
the component . Since  is ﬁnite, and both of these rules decrease the size of  (=the sum total of sizes of its terms),
it follows that these rules can occur only ﬁnitely many times in (1). Thus, it is no loss of generality to assume that
they do not occur in (1) at all. This leaves us only with the rules Deduct and Branch, both of which preserve the
variable set V and replace  with ′ such that ′  and  / ′. Thus,  grows bigger in the entailment ordering
all along chain (1). This contradicts the fact that over a ﬁxed variable set V there are only ﬁnitely many possibilities
for . 
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For our next lemma, we will need the following slight generalization of a result of Tinelli and Harandi ([32],
Corollary 3.9). Recall that an arrangement over a set of variables V is a set of equations and disequations such that for
every x, y ∈ V either x ≈ y or x /≈ y is implied by .
Theorem 2. Let T = T1 + · · · + Tn, where Ti are stably inﬁnite theories, and let i be a conjunction of Ti-literals
(i = 1, . . . , n). Suppose also  is an arrangement of the set V of variables occurring in the i . If i ∧  is Ti-
satisﬁable for every i, then 1 ∧ · · · ∧ n ∧  is T -satisﬁable.
Lemma 2 (Irreducible). Every proper irreducible conﬁguration is satisﬁable.
Proof. Let 〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉 be a proper irreducible conﬁguration. Since the rules Abstracti and Arrange
cannot be applied,  must be empty. Since Contradicti does not apply, i ∧  is Ti-satisﬁable for every i. If  is
an arrangement then Theorem 2 ﬁnishes the proof. To reduce to this special case, we proceed to show that in general
(when  is not necessarily an arrangement) there exists an arrangement ′ such that ′  and such that i ∧ ′ is
Ti-satisﬁable.
Take′ to be a maximal satisﬁable extension∪{x1 /≈ y1, . . . , xk /≈ yk} ofwith disequations that are not entailed
by . If for some x, y ∈ V , neither x ≈ y nor x /≈ y is entailed by ′, then ′ ∪ {x /≈ y} is a satisﬁable extension of
′, contradicting the maximality assumption about ′. Thus, ′ is an arrangement.
It remains to prove satisﬁability of i ∧′. Assuming the contrary, we have that i ∧∧ x1 /≈ y1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk /≈ yk
is not Ti-satisﬁable. In other words, we have Ti ,i  →  where  is the p-clause x1 ≈ y1 ∨ · · · ∨ xk ≈ yk . Since
the Branch rule cannot be applied,  must be a set of equations and disequations. Thus,  is equivalent to a formula
of the form eq ∧ ¬′, where ′ is a p-clause or false. Thus, we have Ti ,i eq →  ∨ ′. Since the rule Deducti
cannot be applied, we conclude that  ∨ ′ and then (since  implies ¬′) that  . This contradicts the assumed
satisﬁability of ′. 
Lemma 3 (Equisatisﬁability). If C ⇒ C′ is a non-branching reduction, then C and C′ are equisatisﬁable.
Proof. There are four cases to consider, depending on the rule applied to reduce C to C′. Only Abstract and Deduct
are non-immediate. For both, let us use the shorthand  for the formula  ∧ 0 ∧ · · · ∧ n ∧ .
Case Abstract. We need to check that  ∧ (a  b) and  ∧ (a[ → z]  b) ∧ (z ≈ a) are equisatisﬁable. This
follows from the tautology  a  b ↔ ∃z.(z ≈ a ∧ a[ → z]  b) and the fact that z does not occur in .
Case Deduct. We need equisatisﬁability of and∧, and it easily follows from the side condition Ti ,i ,eq  
and the fact  → i ∧ eq. 
Lemma 4 (Branching). Suppose C ⇒ C′ is a branching reduction. Then
(a) if C′ is satisﬁable, then C is satisﬁable;
(b) if C is satisﬁable, then there exists a branching reduction C ⇒ C′′ such that C′′ is satisﬁable.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It sufﬁces to prove that a conﬁguration C is satisﬁable if and only if there exists a proper
irreducible C′ such that C ⇒∗ C′. If C is irreducible, the claim is true by Lemma 2 (Irreducible). For reducible C, we
have by Lemmas 3 (Equisatisﬁability) and 4 (Branching) that C is satisﬁable if and only if there exists a satisﬁable C′
such that C ⇒ C′. The proof follows by well-founded induction over the terminating relation ⇒. 
3.3. From the inference system to a decision procedure
By Lemma 1 (Termination) and the König Lemma [34], the ⇒-derivation tree with any conﬁguration C at its root
is ﬁnite. Its leaves are irreducible conﬁgurations and by Theorem 1 (Correctness) it follows that C is satisﬁable if and
only if at least one of the leaves of this tree is proper (not equal to ⊥). An obvious decision procedure for the combined
theory would traverse the derivation tree exhaustively and search for a proper leaf. However, in view of Lemma 3
(Equisatisﬁability), the traversal does not need to be exhaustive except at the places where the branching rule is used.
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That is, a decision procedure, when applied to a conﬁguration C can arbitrarily choose a conﬁguration C′ such that
C ⇒ C′ and recursively call itself on the input C′—unless C ⇒ C′ is an instance of the branching rule, in which case
the decision procedure would need to backtrack (if C′ turns out to be unsatisﬁable) and examine the sibling branches
of C ⇒ C′.
How exactly the decision procedure would choose the next reduction at each step is irrelevant for the correctness,
but may impact the performance. In Section 4 we discuss several simple reduction strategies.
Backtracking that is due to branching is a severe performance degrader. In [21], Nelson and Oppen pointed out that
it can be avoided altogether if all theories considered are convex. In that important case, discussed in Section 3.5, the
decision procedure for the combined theory can be seen as pure reduction in our inference system.
Another important component of the combined decision procedure is the mechanism to determine what reduction
rules are applicable to any given conﬁguration. A quick look at Fig. 1 shows that this task is practically trivial for the
Abstract,Arrange, andBranch rules. Checking the side condition for the ruleContradicti needs a decision procedure
for Ti , which we assume is available from the outset. The most interesting is the rule Deducti , where checking the side
condition means ﬁnding a p-clause that can be inferred (in the theory Ti) from i and eq. This can be achieved using
a decision procedure for Ti : with given inputs  and i , just search for a p-clause (preferably equation)  such that
i ∧ ∧ ¬ is Ti-unsatisﬁable. However, for some theories it is possible to do better than this exhaustive search with
repeated calls to a decision procedure. For example, Nelson shows in [20] how to modify the decision procedures for
the theories of lists, arrays, and linear arithmetic to directly produce the entailed equations. Streamlined generation of
entailed equations is also the main feature of Shostak’s method [29], to be discussed in Section 6.
A concrete implementation of a combined decision procedure is described in Section 8.
3.4. Modifying the system
The formulation of the Nelson–Oppen combination procedure given by the inference system in Fig. 1 is by no means
canonical. It is only a starting point, and there are practical reasons for considering related systems obtained from it by
adding or removing some inference rules. By adding new rules, we may be able to capture important optimizations;
by removing some rules, the system may become easier to implement. However, passing to a larger or a smaller
system can jeopardize the original system’s soundness and completeness, respectively. Also, adding new inferences
can compromise termination.
The system in Fig. 1 is designed to facilitate reuse of (parts of) the correctness proof. A precise result for simple
addition and removal of rules is not difﬁcult to prove:
Lemma 5 (Modularity). If we add some new inferences, Theorem 1 (Correctness) will continue to hold, provided
Lemmas 1 (Termination) and 3 (Equisatisﬁability) still hold. Also, if we remove some inferences, Theorem 1 will
continue to hold, provided Lemma 2 (Irreducible) still holds.
Section 5 presents a variation of the original system with a more efﬁcient mechanism for variable abstraction. It is a
smaller system, but it requires an important change of the notion of conﬁguration. To express the Shostak optimization,
in Section 6, we introduce a number of new rules that both enlarge and reduce the original inference system.
The following paragraphs describe two modiﬁcations created by the addition of rules. Then, in Section 3.5 we see
the most important example of removal of rules: branching is unnecessary if all theories in the system are convex.
The rules Sharei below describe a space-efﬁcient variable abstraction mechanism which allows us to replace a
subterm a of a term a by an existing variable z which is known by one of the theories to be equal to a.
(Sh)arei
〈V []  []  unionmulti {a  b} [] 0, . . . ,n〉
〈V []  []  ∪ {a[ → z]  b} [] 0, . . . ,n〉 ,
where a ∈ Ti (X) − X; z ∈ V ; Ti ,i ,eq  a ≈ z.
The modiﬁed abstraction rule Abstract′i below is less restrictive than the original. It requires that adding an equation
z ≈ a to i must result in a set of equations equivalent with i ∪ {z ≈ a}, but not necessarily equal to it. The
ﬂexibility provided by the new rule is important for modeling implementations which, for example, try to simplify the
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term a before adding the equation z ≈ a. (See also Section 5.)
(Ab)stract′i
〈V []  []  unionmulti {a  b} [] . . . ,i , . . .〉
〈V unionmulti {z} []  []  ∪ {a[ → z]  b} [] . . . ,′i , . . .〉
,
where a ∈ Ti (X) − X; Ti  V∪{z}′i i ∪ {z ≈ a}.
The rules Abstract′i and Sharei decrease the size of , so adding them to the system will not compromise termination.
Since these rules also have the equisatisﬁability property, Lemma 5 (Modularity) implies that Theorem 1 (Correctness)
will remain to hold if any of these rules are added to the system.
3.5. Deduction in the case of convex theories
A theory T is called convex if for every set 	 of literals the truth of a judgment of the form T 	 → a1 ≈
b1 ∨ · · · ∨ ak ≈ bk implies T 	 → ai ≈ bi for some i. This property allows us to simplify the system of Fig. 1 by
strengthening the side condition of Deducti with an additional requirement that the p-clause  be a single equation.
Let us call this modiﬁed rule DeductConvexi . The following theorem states that the system will remain correct after
this change.
Theorem 3. The correctness result expressed in Theorem 1 remains valid if for every convex theory Ti we replace the
rule Deducti in the inference system in Fig. 1 with the rule DeductConvexi .
Proof. By Lemma 5 (Modularity), we only need to check that Lemma 2 (Irreducible) remains valid. The old proof
applies verbatim, with one change near the end. We concluded there   ∨ ′ from Ti ,i eq →  ∨ ′ and the
fact that Deducti was not applicable. Now we only know that DeductConvexi is not applicable and so we need an
intermediate step: Ti ,i eq → e for some equality e that occurs in  or ′. The step is justiﬁed by convexity of T .
Since DeductConvexi does not apply, we can conclude now that  e and so  ∨ ′, which was to be proved. 
Corollary 6. If all theories T0, . . . , Tn are convex, then Theorem 1 remains valid when all the rules Deducti are
replaced with DeductConvexi and the rule Branch is excluded from the system.
Proof. By Theorem 3, we may assume that all the rules Deducti have been replaced with DeductConvexi . Now just
observe that “there are no proper disjunctions in ” is a property of conﬁgurations preserved under all reductions.
Therefore, no reduction sequence that starts with an initial conﬁguration will use the rule Branch. 
4. Strategies
The decision procedure described in Section 3.3 is highly non-deterministic. Any concrete implementation would
have to include a strategy that deterministically guides the reduction process from an input conﬁguration to a proper
irreducible conﬁguration or ⊥. The choice of the reduction strategy fundamentally affects the performance and so is
an important part of the design of the combined decision procedure.
The best reduction strategy probably does not exist. Moreover, it is conceivable that different applications may ﬁnd
different strategies the best. Thus, even though all currently used combined decision procedures are “black boxes”, it
could be beneﬁcial to have a programmable decision procedure that can perform reductions in the order speciﬁed by
various user-deﬁned strategies.
Now we need a way of describing strategies concisely and precisely. Several existing general purpose strategy
languages can be used for this purpose [9,35,10], but for the sake of simplicity we choose a simple ad hoc language
whose syntax and semantics are given in Fig. 2.
The language of strategies is generated by basic actions corresponding to the rules of our inference system and by
four strategy forming operations. Two operations produce choice strategies: e+ e′ is non-deterministic and e⊕ e′ gives
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a ::= Abi | Ar | Shi | Dei | Co | Br
e ::= a | e∗ | e · e | e + e | e ⊕ e
C ⇒ C′ by applying the rule a
C ⇒a C′
C ⇒e C′ C′ ⇒e′ C′′
C ⇒e·e′ C′′
C ⇒e C′ C′ ⇒e′
C ⇒e·e′ C′
C ⇒e C ⇒e′ C′
C ⇒e·e′ C′








C ⇒e C ⇒e′ C′
C ⇒e⊕e′ C′
Fig. 2. Syntax and semantics of a simple language for strategies.
preference to the left argument. The concatenation strategy e · e′ applies e and e′ sequentially and fails only when
neither e nor e′ applies. Finally, the repetition strategy e∗ exhaustively applies e and fails if e is not applicable.
Clearly, every strategy e is sound in the sense that C ⇒e C′ implies C ⇒∗ C′.
Given any strategy e, we can restrict the decision procedure described in Section 3.3 so that its search for a satisﬁable
leaf in the ⇒-derivation tree follows only paths prescribed by e. It is easy to check that the result of this restriction is
still a correct decision procedure if and only if the strategy e satisﬁes the following conditions.
(S-1) For every reducible C, there exists C′ such that C ⇒e C′, and all such C′ are irreducible.
(S-2) If C is satisﬁable, then there exists a satisﬁable C′ such that C ⇒e C′.
We will call e a decision strategy when it satisﬁes these two properties. Note that in the case when all theories Ti are
convex, satisfying only (S-1) sufﬁces for being a decision strategy.
In the rest of this section we will give several examples of decision strategies for the convex case. Then we will see
how to incorporate branching when there are non-convex theories in the system.
4.1. The basic strategy
The following expression describes the original Nelson–Oppen algorithm for the disjoint union of convex theories
Ab∗ · Ar∗ · (Co ⊕ De)∗. (2)
The action Ab is an abbreviation for Ab0 + · · · + Abn and similarly De is the sum of all Dei (which are now
DeductConvexi). The effect of Ab∗ is “puriﬁcation” of ; it reduces  to a set of equations and disequations between
variables. The action Ar∗ then moves all these literals to . Thus, Ab∗ · Ar∗ describes a strategy for the variable
abstraction part of the algorithm.
The remaining expression (Co ⊕ De)∗ describes the equality propagation mechanism of the algorithm: repeated
application of the rules Contradicti or DeductConvexi until the ⊥ conﬁguration is reached, or no more equations
between variables can be deduced.
When applied to an arbitrary conﬁguration C, the strategy Ab∗ ·Ar∗ produces conﬁgurations with empty -part that
are all equisatisﬁable with C. If C′ is any of these conﬁgurations, and if it can be reduced in the original system, then
every step in any reduction chain of C′ must be by one of the rules Contradicti or DeductConvexi . Thus, the strategy
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(Co ⊕ De)∗ when applied to C′ produces irreducible conﬁgurations. This proves that strategy (2) satisﬁes property
(S-1).
4.2. An incremental strategy
The following expression describes an incremental version of strategy (2) which processes one literal of  at a time
(
(Va1 + · · · + Vam) · (Co ⊕ De)∗)∗. (3)
Here we use Vaj as an abbreviation for the strategy Ab∗ · Ar applied only to the j th literal of . (A precise deﬁnition
would require primitive actions Abji and Ar
j
.) The main idea of the strategy is that processing a new literal begins only
after it has been checked that the contradiction cannot be reached from the literals that have already been processed.
When applied to a conﬁguration C = 〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉, the strategy Va1 + · · · + Vam fails only if 
is empty; otherwise, it produces conﬁgurations of the form 〈V ′ [] ′ [] ′ [] ′0, . . . ,′n〉, where ′ is obtained by
removing one literal from . Thus, when strategy (3) is applied to a conﬁguration C, the result will be a conﬁguration
equisatisﬁable with C that is either ⊥ or of the form C′ = 〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉. Similarly as in the case of
strategy (2), we can see that C′ is actually irreducible, proving that (3) satisﬁes (S-1).
4.3. Strategies with sharing
The variable abstraction part of the previous strategies can be optimized against proliferation of new variables by an
aggressive use of the rules Sharei . Introducing sharing into the basic strategy gives
(Sh ⊕ Ab)∗ · Ar∗ · (Co ⊕ De)∗. (4)
Similarly, the incremental strategy (3) can be optimized by replacing the action Vaj in it with the appropriate form of
(Sh ⊕ Ab)∗ · Ar. Checking property (S-1) for these strategies proceeds as in the case of strategies (2) and (3), with
minimal changes.
An interesting variation is obtained by moving the applications of Ar to the variable abstraction part of (4); the
resulting strategy
(Ar ⊕ Sh ⊕ Ab)∗ · (Co ⊕ De)∗ (5)
allows equalities transferred by Arrange to  to be used when applying the rule Share. Since larger  makes Share
more often applicable, this may considerably reduce the number of new equations introduced in the system. (For a
simple example, compare the effects of (4) and (5) on  = {f (x) ≈ x, f (f (x)) ≈ y, . . .}, where f is an uninterpreted
symbol.)
4.4. Branching strategies
Since branching is expensive, the obvious approach is to use it onlywhen everything else fails. This gives us strategies
(NO ⊕ Br)∗, (6)
whereNO denotes any of the above strategies (2), (3) and (4) withDei denotingDeductConvexi orDeducti , depending
on whether Ti is convex or not. We know that NO will reduce any conﬁguration into one to which no rule applies,
except possibly Branch. It follows that strategy (6) produces only irreducible conﬁgurations. It is easy to check, using
Lemma 4, that it also satisﬁes (S-2) and so is a decision strategy.
5. Relevant equation selection
The variable abstraction mechanism in our inference system may introduce irrelevant equations into sets i and
thus slow down the theory modules’ main task of inferring new equations. For instance, the puriﬁcation of an input
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equation of the form 1 car(cons(cons(x, y), t)) ≈ z will introduce a number of new variables and equations in the
process of abstracting the term t . Since the input equation is equivalent to cons(x, y) ≈ z, all these new variables and
equations will be of no real use (unless some subterms of t occur in other input equations). Note, however, that due to
the bottom-up nature of the variable abstraction process, the irrelevance of t will be discovered only after this term has
been fully abstracted.
Therefore,we account for the dependencies betweenvariables introducedby abstraction.Weenrichour conﬁgurations
with the set E ⊆ V × V indicating the dependencies. We will write E∗ for the reﬂexive and transitive closure of E.
Also, with every conﬁguration we will consider subsets V rel and reli of V and i , respectively, deﬁned by
V rel = {y | xE∗y for some x ∈ vars()},
reli = {(y ≈ a) ∈ i | y ∈ V rel}.
Here and in the sequel, vars returns the set of variables occurring in its argument, which may be a term, literal, or
a set of literals.
Consider now the inference system obtained by replacing the abstraction, deduction and contradiction rules in Fig. 1
with Abstractreli , Deductreli and Contradict
rel
i below. The remaining two rules in Fig. 1 require no other change but
replacing V with (V ,E).
(Ab)stractreli
〈(V ,E) []  []  unionmulti {a  b} [] . . . ,i , . . .〉
〈(V unionmulti {z}, E ∪ E′) []  []  ∪ {a[ → z]  b} [] . . . ,′i , . . .〉
,
where a ∈ Ti (X) − X; Ti ,i ,eq  c ≈ a;
′i = i ∪ {z ≈ c}; E′ = {(z, x) | x ∈ vars(c)}
(De)ductreli
〈(V ,E) []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
〈(V ,E) []  ∪  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉 ,
where  is a p-clause; eq / ; Ti ,reli ,eq  
(Co)ntradictreli
〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
⊥
where reli ∧  is not Ti-satisﬁable
The rules Abstractreli are instances of Abstract
′
i given in Section 3.4. They introduce new equations z ≈ c in i
where c is a term equivalent to a. If there are variables in a that do not occur in c, they will not be linked to z in
our dependency graph (V ,E), and thus will effectively be discarded as irrelevant. (For example, if a happens to be
a term of the form car(cons(cons(x, y), t)), one could use c = cons(x, y), linking x and y with the new variable z
and disregarding the variables occurring in t .)
The critical side condition in the rule Abstractreli requires computation of a term c equivalent to a. A default imple-
mentation would have c = a, reducing to the original system in which all variables are relevant. A computationally
inexpensive alternative implementation of this side condition exists when Ti has a canonizer (see Section 6), so one can
use c = canoni (a). This optimized form of variable abstraction is used, for example, by Shankar and Rueß, through
their notion of a global canonizer [28].
Theorem 4. Theorem 1 (Correctness) remains valid for the inference system given in this section.
Proof. Proofs of Lemmas 1, 3, 4 apply verbatim, so we only need to prove Lemma 2 for the new system.
1 car and cons are the well-known functions of the theory of lists, where ∀x y. car(cons(x, y)) ≈ x is an axiom.
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SupposeC = 〈(V ,E) []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉 is an irreducible conﬁguration derived from some initial conﬁguration
C. (We know that the -entry of C must be  because otherwise the abstraction rule would apply.) We claim that
Crel = 〈V rel []  []  [] rel0 , . . . ,reln 〉 is an irreducible conﬁguration of the old system (given in Section 3.1). The
claim can be checked by a simple inspection of the rules in the old and the new systems. By the original Lemma 2, we
can conclude that Crel is satisﬁable.
Suppose now z1, . . . , zk are all new variables introduced by applications of the abstraction rule during the
transition from C to C, and suppose these variables are written in the order they were introduced. Thus, we have
0 ∧ · · · ∧n ↔ z1 ≈ c1 ∧ · · · ∧ zk ≈ ck , where ci are terms with the property that no zj with j i occurs in ci . Let
u1 ≈ d1, . . . , ul ≈ dl be the subsequence of z1 ≈ c1, . . . , zk ≈ ck such that V − V rel = {u1, . . . , ul}. We have
0 ∧ · · · ∧ n ∧  = rel0 ∧ · · · ∧ reln ∧  ∧ u1 ≈ d1 ∧ · · · ∧ ul ≈ dl,
where none of the ui occurs in rel0 ∧ · · · ∧reln ∧ nor in any dj where j i. We want to prove that 0 ∧ · · · ∧n ∧
is satisﬁable, and we know rel0 ∧ · · · ∧ reln ∧  is satisﬁable. The proof follows by l applications of this simple fact:
 ∧ z ≈ d is satisﬁable if  is satisﬁable and z does not occur in either  or d. 
6. Shostak optimization
As mentioned in Section 3.3, for some theories there exist efﬁcient algorithms for computing new p-clauses (or
rather, new equations) that follow from a given set of equations i ∪ eq. A prime example is the free theory over a
signature consisting of uninterpreted functions, where the congruence closure algorithm [22,2] can process the input
equations eq and change its state i accordingly so that new equations between variables can be directly seen from it.
Shostak made an important discovery that a similar inference pattern is possible for many other theories [29]. Roughly
speaking, the theory module maintains a union-ﬁnd data structure on a set of terms so that the output equation x ≈ y
is deduced by checking that ﬁnd(x) = ﬁnd(y) is true. 2 To make such “trivial deduction” possible, the theory module
must have some powerful mechanism for processing input equations. We describe it abstractly below by the concept
of “state normalization” which essentially means bringing a set of equations (the original state together with eq) to
some kind of normal form from which the maximum information about equalities between variables can be directly
drawn.
For simplicity, we present Shostak optimization in the context of the original inference system deﬁned in Section 3.1.
In a remark at the end of the section, we indicate what (minimal) changes are needed to make this optimization work
together with relevant equation selection as formulated in Section 5.
Throughout this section we will assume that there is a function that picks a representative from each class of the
equivalence relation on V deﬁned by  x ≈ y. 3 The representative of x will simply be denoted (x). Extending this
notation to terms, we will also write (a).
In this section, every theory Ti will be convex and with a canonizer. A canonizer is a function that for every term
a returns a unique representative canoni (a) in the equivalence class of the relation Ti  a ≈ b. 4 A Ti-term a is in
canonical form when canoni (a) = a.
6.1. State invariants and variable abstraction
In the system given in Fig. 1 the only rule that changes the i-component of a conﬁguration is Abstracti . This
rule adds an equation of the form x ≈ a to i , where x is a new variable and a is a pure i-term that contains only
variables that have been previously introduced into the system. Thus, the same variable cannot occur more than once
2 Recall that a union-ﬁnd data structure represents an equivalence relation and the function ﬁnd for a given input x returns a unique representative
of the equivalence class containing x.
3 Note that this equivalence relation is fully determined by the equational part eq of .
4 Some proofs require that canonizers satisfy additional conditions. It is safe to assume that: (1) canoni (a) contains only variables that occur
in a; (2) all subterms of a term in canonical form are canonical too; cf. [28,18].
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as the left-hand side of an equation in i and so we can think of i as being a substitution (whose domain is the set
of variables occurring as left-hand sides). When x is in the domain of i , we will write i (x) for the right-hand side
of the corresponding equation in i . There is a useful ordering on the set of variables V in which “x is greater than
y” means that y was an element of V when x was introduced by variable abstraction. Clearly, in every equation in
i , the variable occurring as the left-hand side is greater than all variables that occur on the right-hand side. Thus,
viewed as a system of equations,i is triangular. Triangularity implies that there exists k1 such thatki (substitution
compositioni ◦· · ·◦i , k times) is idempotent. It is also easy to check that ifi is triangular, then each of the systems
of equations 2i ,
3
i , . . . is equivalent to i .
In what follows, we will consider new rules that modify i , but we will make sure that the basic invariant of being
a triangular substitution is always preserved. However, the new rules will require that the states i satisfy some more
restrictive invariants. Consequently, instead of using the rule Abstracti we use its modiﬁcation Abstract′i as described
in Section 3.4, with the additional proviso there that ′i satisﬁes a (theory speciﬁc) invariant condition Pi . We will call
the new rule Pi-Abstract. To ensure correctness of the system in which this rule replaces Abstracti , we only need to
show that Pi-Abstract applies to a conﬁguration whenever Abstracti does.
6.2. Trivial deduction, sharing, and contradiction
The following rules are trivial special cases of the corresponding rules deﬁned in Section 3. TDeducti ﬁnds the
derived equation (p-clause) x ≈ y by a simple lookup into the state. Similarly, TSharei ﬁnds the required shared
variable by inspecting the state. Finally, TContradict just checks whether  contains a disequation x /≈ y such that
(x) = (y).
(TDe)ducti
〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
〈V []  ∪ {x ≈ y} []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉 ,
where (x) = (y); i (x) = i (y)
(TSh)arei
〈V []  []  unionmulti {a  b} [] 0, . . . ,n〉
〈V []  []  ∪ {a[ → z]  b} [] 0, . . . ,n〉 ,
where a ∈ Ti (X) − X; canoni ((a)) = i (z)
(TCo)ntradict
〈V []  []  [] 0, . . . ,n〉
⊥ ,
where  is unsatisﬁable
6.3. State normalization
The concept of state normalization for the theory Ti requires a normalization relation (,) →i (,′). The idea is
that a set  of Ti-equations can be simpliﬁed by incorporating the equations eq into it. The pair (,) is normalized
when it cannot be further reduced by means of →i . The normalization relations →i are theory speciﬁc and each of
them deﬁnes a normalization rule in our inference system:
(Nor)mi
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,i , . . .〉
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,′i , . . .〉
,
where (,i ) →i (,′i ).
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In order to make the Shostak inference pattern possible, the normalization relation has to satisfy the following
conditions.
Termination: every sequence (,) →i (,′) →i (,′′) →i · · · is ﬁnite;
Equisatisﬁability: if (,) →i (,′), then Ti  V ∧ ′ ∧ ;
Completeness: if (,) is normalized and there exist variables x, y such that (x) = (y) and Ti ,,
eq  x ≈ y, then there exist variables x′, y′ such that (x′) = (y′) and (x′) = (y′).
Lemma 7. If the above three conditions are satisﬁed, then Theorem 3 remains valid when the rule DeductConvexi is
replaced by Normi and TDeducti .
Proof. First add the rules Normi and TDeducti . They clearly have the equisatisﬁability property and it is also easy
to see that adding them does not create inﬁnite reduction chains. Thus, by Lemma 5 (Modularity), the addition of
these rules preserves the correctness of the system. Now remove the rules DeductConvexi . For the correctness of the
resulting system, by Lemmas 5 (Modularity) and 2 (Irreducible), it sufﬁces to check that it has the same irreducible
conﬁgurations as the original system. Indeed, if DeductConvexi applies to a conﬁguration C then by the completeness
property of →i the strategy Nor∗i · TDei applies to C as well. 
Asa consequence of the proof ofLemma7,DeductConvexi can be replaced in anydecision strategywithNor∗i ·TDei .
Presently, concrete examples of normalization are known only for the free theories and for Shostak theories. We
describe them in the following two subsections. We also note that (in analogy with Lemma 7) for these two classes of
theories it can be proved that Normi and TSharei together have equal optimizing effect as Sharei .
6.4. Free theories
For a free theory Ti , we will require that all equations of i are of the form x ≈ y or x ≈ f (y1, . . . , yk), where
x and yi are variables in V . Such i will be called a cc-state. 5 The corresponding rule cc-Abstracti that preserves
this invariant (see Section 6.1) is just the restriction of Abstracti that only does abstraction of subterms of the form
f (y1, . . . , yk).
By deﬁnition, normalizing a cc-state  with respect to  means picking one of the equations of  and replacing the
variables on its right-hand side with their -representatives. In other words, in this case we have that Normi = Sui ,
where Sui is a substitution rule, deﬁned as follows.
(Su)bsti
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,i unionmulti {x ≈ a}, . . .〉
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,i ∪ {x ≈ (a)}, . . .〉 ,
where a = (a).
Termination and equisatisﬁability of the normalization relation for free theories are obvious. Its completeness is
tantamount to the completeness of the congruence closure algorithm (e.g., [22]), and we brieﬂy sketch the proof.
Let V0 denote the set of -representatives of variables in V . Our assumption that (,i ) is normalized means that
the right-hand side of each equation in i is either an element of V0 or of the form f (y1, . . . , yk), where yi ∈ V0. We
need to check the following implication:
If there exist distinct x, y ∈ V0 such that i  x ≈ y, then
there exist x′, y′ ∈ V such that (x′) = (y′) and i (x′) = i (y′). (7)
Assume the conclusion of (7) is false. (This means precisely that TDeducti does not apply to the pair i , and
corresponds to the “congruence closure” of the system of equations i ∧ .) Then for each function symbol f
5
“cc” is for “congruence closure”.
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we deﬁne a function f of appropriate arity on V0 by
f(y1, . . . , yk) =
{
(x) if x ≈ f (y1, . . . , yk) occurs in i ,
arbitrary otherwise.
Independence of the choice of x follows from our assumption that the conclusion of (7) is false. Thus, we have obtained
a model for i in which all elements of V0 are distinct. This contradicts the antecedent part of (7) and completes the
proof.
We can conclude by Lemma 7 that for a free theory Ti , the rule DeductConvexi can be replaced with the rules Sui
and TDei in our inference systems and that it can be replaced with Su∗i ·TDei in any decision strategy. From the above
proof it also follows that if TDeducti does not apply to the pair i ,, then i ∧  is consistent if and only if  is
consistent. Thus, TContradict can replace Contradicti without compromising the correctness of the system (as long
as TDeducti is in the system). Moreover, TCo can replace Coi in decision strategies.
6.5. Shostak theories
Some theories admit solutions to equations. A solver for a theory T is an algorithm solve that takes a T -equation
u ≈ v as input and returns some special value, say unsat, if the equation is not T -satisﬁable. In the case when u ≈ v
is T -satisﬁable, solve returns its general solution in the form of an equivalent set of equations
x1 ≈ t1, . . . , xk ≈ tk,
where the variables x1, . . . , xk are those occurring in u ≈ v and none of them occurs in the terms ti . The precise
expression of this equivalence is given by
Ti  {x1,...,xk}u ≈ v x1 ≈ t1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk ≈ tk.
For more details about solvers, see [28,7,16,19,18]. Requiring that {x1, . . . , xk} be the set of all variables that occur in
u ≈ v is not quite common 6 and we do it only for reasons of convenience (simplicity of exposition).
By deﬁnition, a Shostak theory is a convex theory with a canonizer and a solver. If Ti is a Shostak theory, we require
the set of equations i to be a Shostak state, by which we mean: (1) if a variable occurs as a left-hand side in the
equations of i , then it does not occur in any of the right-hand sides (i.e., viewed as a substitution, i is idempotent);
(2) no variable of V occurs in any of the right-hand sides in i .
In order to preserve the Shostak state invariant, we need to modify the rule Abstracti . The new rule Sh-Abstracti
produces a Shostak state ′i such that Ti ′i i ∪ {z ≈ a} in two steps as follows. The ﬁrst step transforms
i ∪ {z ≈ a} into ¯i by adding an equation x ≈ x′ with a fresh variable x′ to i ∪ {z ≈ a}, for each x that occurs in a
but is not in the domain of i . The second step restores idempotence: ′i = ¯i ◦ ¯i .
The normalization relation (,) →i (,′) for a Shostak theory Ti is deﬁned as follows. If  contains equations
with right-hand sides that are not in canonical form, then ′ is obtained by replacing one of those equations x ≈ a
with x ≈ canoni (a). If all the right-hand sides of  are already in canonical form, ′ is obtained by choosing a pair of
equations x ≈ a, y ≈ b of  such that (x) = (y), applying the solver to the equation a ≈ b, adding the obtained
general solution to , and ﬁnally rewriting all the right-hand sides of  by substitution of variables occurring in a ≈ b
with expressions provided by the general solution of a ≈ b.
In other words, we have
Normi = Cai ⊕ Soi ,
6 For example, a solver in the sense of [28] could return the equation x ≈ 2y + 3z as the solution to x − 2y − 3z ≈ 0, while we insist on “fully
parametrized” solutions like {x ≈ 2s + 3t, y ≈ s, z ≈ t}.
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where the new rulesCanonizei and Solvei are as follows. Note that the substitutioni∪{x ≈ a, y ≈ b}∪solvei (a ≈ b)
is composed with itself in Solvei to restore idempotence (eliminate occurrences of variables in a, b from all right-hand
sides).
(Ca)nonizei
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,i unionmulti {x ≈ a}, . . .〉
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,i ∪ {x ≈ canoni (a)}, . . .〉 ,
where a = canoni (a)
(So)lvei
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,i ∪ {x ≈ a, y ≈ b}, . . .〉
〈V []  []  [] . . . , (i ∪ {x ≈ a, y ≈ b} ∪ solvei (a ≈ b))2, . . .〉
,
where (x) = (y); canoni (a) = canoni (b); a ≈ b is Ti-satisﬁable.
It remains to check that →i has the three properties required for a normalization relation. Equisatisﬁability follows
from the remarks above. Termination holds even for the system obtained by an unrestricted addition of Cai and Coi to
our system. Indeed, Cai by itself is terminating because every application of it reduces the number of right-hand sides
in i that are not in canonical form. Also, if Solvei is applied to a pair {x ≈ a, y ≈ b} ⊆ i and ′i is the resulting
state, then we have {x ≈ a′, y ≈ b′} ⊆ ′i with Ti  a′ ≈ b′. Thus, each application of Solvei reduces the cardinality
of the set {canoni (i (x)) | x ∈ V } and so Soi is a terminating rule. Now, Cai and Soi quasi-commute with other rules
in the system: if a conﬁguration C′ is obtained from C by an application of Cai or Soi followed by an application of
some other rule R, then C′ can also be obtained from C through a reduction sequence that begins with R. Since the
union of terminating rewrite systems that quasi-commute is terminating itself [1], it follows that the addition of Cai
and Soi preserves termination.
Finally, for the completeness property, it will clearly sufﬁce to prove the following: if (,i ) →i (,′i ) and
Ti ,i ,eq  x ≈ y, theni (x) = i (y). The ﬁrst assumption implies that all elementsi (z) are in canonical form, so
it sufﬁces to derive Ti i (x) ≈ i (y) from our two assumptions. This actually follows from the following obvious
consequence of the second assumption: Ti ,i ,eq i (x) ≈ i (y). We just need to eliminate the equations ofi and




By Lemma 7, we can conclude now that for a Shostak theory Ti , the rule DeductConvexi can be replaced in our
inference system with Cai ⊕ Soi and TDei , and also that DeductConvexi can be replaced in any decision strategy
with (Cai ⊕ Soi )∗ · TDei .
Detection of unsatisﬁable equations by means of the Shostak solvers can be expressed as a restricted but efﬁciently
implementable contradiction rule:
(Sh-Co)ntradicti
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,i ∪ {x ≈ a, y ≈ b}, . . .〉
〈V []  []  [] . . . ,⊥i , . . .〉 ,
where (x) = (y); solvei (a ≈ b) = unsat.
It turns out that this rule, togetherTContradict (which is not theory speciﬁc) can replace the general ruleContradicti .
To verify this claim, it sufﬁces to check that Sh-Coi applies to all conﬁgurations to which only Coi applies. So assume
we have such a conﬁguration and, arguing by contradiction, assume that Sh-Coi does not apply to it. Since Cai does
not apply, all terms i (x) are canonical. From Ti ,i , false, we obtain Ti ,i ,eq , where  is the disjunction
of all equations x ≈ y such that x /≈ y occurs in . By convexity, Ti ,i ,eq  x ≈ y, for one of those equations.
Since TCo does not apply, we have (x) = (y). Then, since TDei does not apply, we can derive i (x) = i (y).
On the other hand, by eliminating equations of i from Ti ,i ,eq  x ≈ y we obtain Ti , ¯i (x) = i (y), where
¯ = {i (x) = i (y) | x ≈ y ∈ }. Since Soi and Sh-Coi do not apply, all equations in ¯ are true (of the form a ≈ a)
and so we have Ti i (x) = i (y). Sincei (x) andi (y) are both canonical, they must be equal, but we have proved
above they are distinct—contradiction.
It follows from the above proof that Tco + Sh-Coi can replace Coi in any decision strategy.
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Remark. The optimizations described in this section can be formulated in the context of the inference system given
in Section 5 with the following changes. Rules TDeduct, Subst, Canonize and Solve can be restricted by requiring
the variables occurring in them (x, or x and y) to belong to V rel. Additionally, rule Solve can ignore the irrelevant
equations of i . Finally, the completeness condition for the normalization function can be weakened by requiring in
its premise that Ti ,reli ,eq  x ≈ y for x, y ∈ V rel such that (x) = (y).
7. The Shankar–Rueß strategy
In this section we consider a combined theory T = T0 + T1 + · · · + Tn, where T0 is a free theory and T1, . . . , Tn are
Shostak theories. An efﬁcient decision procedure for such a theory that generalizes the congruence closure algorithm
and uses canonizers and solvers is described in detail and proved correct recently by Shankar and Rueß [28]. Our
goal now is to derive from the results of previous sections a decision strategy for T that closely approximates the
Shankar–Rueß algorithm.
For easy reference, we give the Shankar–Rueß algorithm the name A. For a full description of this algorithm, the
reader is referred to the original paper. We will content ourselves with presenting the main features of A and showing
how they can be faithfully mimicked by strategies in our system. The features of A will be described along with the
development of a decision strategy that can be claimed to represent A with reasonable precision.
We begin by deriving a decision strategy for our set of theories that does not contain any occurrences of the general
rules Coi and Dei , but replaces them with the more efﬁciently implementable theory speciﬁc rules given in the previous
section. Let abstraction be any strategy that repeatedly uses the abstraction rules cc-Ab0 and Sh-Abi (i > 0) and the
sharing rules TShi to transform a certain equation in the -component of a conﬁguration into an equation between
variables. As explained in Section 4.2, the strategy
(abstraction · Ar · (Co ⊕ De)∗)∗ (8)
is a decision procedure for T . Recall that Co and De here stand for Co0 +· · ·+Con and De0 +· · ·+Den, respectively.
We showed in the previous section that Norm∗i ·TDei can replace Dei in any decision strategy. Thus, we can replace
De in (8) with
De′ = Su∗0 · TDe0 + (Ca1 ⊕ So1)∗ · TDe1 + · · · + (Can ⊕ Son)∗ · TDen
and the result will still be a decision strategy. We have also seen that TCo can replace Co0 in any decision strategy and
that TCo + Sh-Coi can replace Coi (i > 0); see Sections 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. Thus, we can also replace Co in
(8) with
Co′ = TCo + Sh-Co1 + · · · + Sh-Con.
We have now obtained a decision strategy
(abstraction · Ar · (Co′ ⊕ De′)∗)∗ (9)
that does not use any general rules Coi and Dei .
Example 2. We illustrate the action of strategy (9) on the same pair of input literals f (x) ≈ x and f (2x−f (x)) /≈ x as
in Example 1 in Section 3. After the abstraction and arrangement phases, we have a conﬁguration with V = {x, y, z, u},
 = ,  = {y ≈ x, u /≈ x}, and 0 = {y ≈ f (x), u ≈ f (z)} as in Example 1, but with 1 = {x ≈ s, y ≈ t,
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z ≈ 2s − t} (a Shostak state). The derivation then proceeds as in the following table. (Empty boxes indicate unchanged
contents and we omit the V and  columns because they remain unchanged throughout.)
 0 1 Rule
y ≈ x, u /≈ x y ≈ f (x), u ≈ f (z) x ≈ s, y ≈ t , z ≈ 2s − t
x ≈ p, y ≈ p, z ≈ 2p − p
s ≈ p, t ≈ p So1
x ≈ p, y ≈ p, z ≈ p
s ≈ p, t ≈ p Ca1
x ≈ y ≈ z
u /≈ x TDe1
y ≈ f (x), u ≈ f (z) Su0
x ≈ y ≈ z ≈ u
u /≈ x TDe0
⊥ TCo
The elementary actions occurring in strategy (9) are precisely those found in the algorithm A. The algorithm A uses
a global state that is very similar (practically equivalent) to our concept of conﬁguration. The algorithm A is given in
the functional programming style, but one can interpret the state transformations performed by its various constituent
functions as transitions in the inference system deﬁned by the set of rules present in strategy (9). Therefore, at this
point we can conclude that the decision procedures given by our strategy and the algorithm A present are presented at
the same level of detail.
Consider now a slightly modiﬁed strategy
(abstraction · Ar · (Co′ ⊕ De′′)∗)∗, (10)
where
De′′ = (Su∗0 + (Ca1 ⊕ So1)∗ + · · · + (Can ⊕ Son)∗) ⊕ (TDe0 + · · · + TDen).
The strategies De′ and De′′ are clearly non-equivalent, but (Co′ ⊕ De′)∗ and (Co′ ⊕ De′′)∗ are close to being
equivalent: if (Co′ ⊕ De′)∗ reduces a conﬁguration C to C′, then (Co′ ⊕ De′)∗ reduces C to the conﬁguration obtained
from C′ by normalizing all theory statesi . In other words, strategy (10) insists that normalization happens throughout
the system before any trivial deduction is done. This corresponds to what the algorithm A does. Indeed, in [28], a global
state in which all i are normalized is called conﬂuent and this notion of state conﬂuence is an important invariant
used in the correctness proof of A. The algorithm always restores it promptly. 7
The algorithmA is incremental in the sense that it performs a complete variable abstraction of an input equation, then
attempts to deduce a contradiction or (as many as possible) new equalities between variables, and only then proceeds
to variable abstraction of the next input equation. Strategy (10) does the same.
The variable abstraction performed by A is enhanced by the use of a function called global canonizer in a way which
roughly corresponds to our relevant equation selection (Section 5). In addition, all equations introduced to the statesi
are immediately canonized in [28], and the equations of i are kept in canonical form throughout the execution of the
algorithm. In our strategy (10) we do not insist on this last feature. However, we can model it and so obtain a strategy
that is one step closer to A:
(abstraction′ · Ar · (Co′ ⊕ De′′′)∗)∗, (11)
where
De′′′ = (Su∗0 + So1 · Ca∗1 + · · · + Son · Ca∗n) ⊕ (TDe0 + · · · + TDen)
7 There does not seem to be any advantage in this frequent normalization; in fact, once a theory state is normalized, it seems judicious to immediately
proceed with trivial deduction from that state.
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and abstraction′ is obtained by replacing Sh-Abi with Sh-Abi · Ca∗i in abstraction. Notice that in passing from (10)
to (11) we have also changed the De part of the strategy. The correctness of (11) follows from the observation that the
effect of (Cai + Soi )∗ on a conﬁguration in which i is canonical is equivalent to the effect of (Soi · Ca∗i )∗ on the
same conﬁguration.
Using the notation
Sh-Co = Sh-Co1 + · · · + Sh-Con,
infer = TDe0 + · · · + TDen,
merge = So1 · Ca∗1 + · · · + Son · Ca∗n
we can write our last decision strategy (11) as
(abstraction′ · Ar · ((TCo + Sh-Co) ⊕ (Su∗0 + merge) ⊕ infer)∗)∗ (12)
and from it ﬁnally derive the decision strategy
(abstraction′ · Ar · Su∗0 · (Sh-Co ⊕ merge ⊕ infer · Su∗0)∗)∗ · TCo (13)
that is our best match for the algorithm A. The passage from (12) to (13) involves repositioning of Su0 and TCo. To
justify the correctness of the change of the position of Su0, notice that Su∗0 performs normalization of 0, and that
in order to keep 0 normalized we only need to restore it after an application of merge. The correctness of moving
TCo to the top level is justiﬁed by the simple observation that if TCo applies to a conﬁguration, then the resulting
conﬁguration is irreducible.
The interested reader will ﬁnd that the functions abstract∗, close, and mergeV of [28] correspond closely to the parts
abstraction′ · Ar, Su∗0, and Sh-Co ⊕ merge ⊕ infer · Su∗0 of (13), respectively, with our preferred ordering of the
summands in the last expression being somewhat arbitrary.
Finally, we note that A does not deal with disequalities at all and that what corresponds to our  in it is just a set
of equalities. The input of A is a formula of the restricted form a1 ≈ b1 ∧ · · · ∧ ak ≈ bk → a0 ≈ b0; it is tested for
validity essentially by processing the set of equations  = {a1 ≈ b1, . . . , ak ≈ bk, x ≈ a0, y ≈ b0} (where x, y are
new variables) in an incremental fashion and ﬁnally by checking whether (x) = (y). This explains the occurrence
of the ﬁnal TCo in (13).
8. Modular implementation
Turning our inference system and strategy language into a running implementation is rather straightforward. As an
illustration, we show in this section how a modularly designed Nelson–Oppen prover can be naturally derived from
the rules of the inference system given in Section 3. The prover consists of a set of theory modules T0,…,Tn that are
coordinated by a core module whose behavior is speciﬁed by a strategy module; see Fig. 3.
The interfaces of our modules will be described in a convenient OCaml module system notation 8 [23]. We will also
give some of themodule implementation details, but will generally ignore technicalities. Our intention is to demonstrate
the feasibility of a concrete implementation of a prover whose behavior can be rather faithfully simulated by a formal
inference system.
We begin with type deﬁnitions for representing the syntax of the combined theory:
type term = Var of string | App of fun_symbol * term list
type literal = Eq of term * term | Neq of term * term
type pclause = literal set
Terms are represented by elements of type term, created with constructors Var and App. For instance,
Var("x") represents the variable x andApp("f",[t1;t2]) represents the termf (t1, t2), wheret1 andt2 are the
8 An OCaml module is a collection of deﬁnitions of types, exceptions, values and submodules. A module type, called a signature, contains
declarations of (some of) its types, exceptions, values and submodules (those that are accessible from the outside). Modules can be parametrized by
some signatures and later applied to actual modules. Such functions from modules to modules are called functors.
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Fig. 3. Dependency graph of a modular Nelson–Oppen prover.
representations of t1 and t2. Literals are created using the constructors Eq and Neq for equalities and disequalities.
Finally, p-clauses (disjunctions of literals) are represented by sets of literals.
8.1. Theory modules
Theory modules have the following signature.
module type T = sig
type state
val empty : state
val add : state -> literal -> state
val sat : state -> pclause set -> bool
val infer : state -> literal set -> pclause
end
The theory module’s state is theory dependent, so its concrete representation is not provided in the interface (state
is an abstract type). We assume, of course, that state represents a set of pure equations. The value empty represents
the empty set of equations. The call (add s l) returns a state representing the addition of a literal (of the form
x ≈ a) represented by l to the set of equations represented by s. The call (sat s pcl) reports whether the state
s is consistent with the set pcl of p-clauses. Finally, the call (infer s eqs) returns a p-clause logically implied
by s and eqs, but not implied by eqs alone.
The functions add, sat, and infer are instrumental for the implementation of the inference rules Abstract,
Contradict, and Deduct, respectively. As for their own implementation, add could be a simple addition to whatever
concrete datatype is used for the state, whilesat requires a decision procedure for the theory in question.We pointed out
in Sections 3.3 and 6 that infer can be implemented on top of sat, but also that it can sometimes be implementedmore
directly and efﬁciently using additional theory speciﬁc procedures (like canonizers and solvers for Shostak theories).
8.2. The core module
The interface of the core module is given by the following signature that contains the abstract type config for
conﬁgurations 9 and a set of functions to create, test, and manipulate them.
module type CORE = sig
type config
val init : literal set -> config
val is_proper : config -> bool
exception Rule of config
val abstract : config -> int -> config
val arrange : config -> config
val deduct : config -> int -> config
val contradict : config -> int -> config
val branch : config -> config set
end
9 This type is made abstract since there is no need to access to its concrete representation from the outside.
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module Core = functor (T0:T) (T1:T) -> struct





let init lset =
Proper({ var=Set.empty; gamma=lset ; delta=Set.empty ;
s0=T0.empty; s1=T1.empty })
let is_proper c = match c with Bottom->false | Proper(p)-> true
(* let abstract c i = ... *)
(* let arrange c i = ... *)
let deduct c i = match c with Bottom -> raise Rule(c)
| Proper(p) -> let d = match i with
0 -> T0.infer p.s0 p.delta
| 1 -> T1.infer p.s1 p.delta
in if Set.is_empty d then raise Rule(c)
else Proper({p with delta=Set.add d delta })
let contradict c i = match c with Bottom -> raise Rule(c)
| Proper(p) ->
(match i with
0 -> if T0.sat p.s0 p.delta then raise Rule(c)
| 1 -> if T1.sat p.s1 p.delta then raise Rule(c));
Bottom
(* let branch c = ... *)
end
Fig. 4. Implementation details of the core module.
The function init makes an initial conﬁguration from a given input set of literals. The inference rules given in
Fig. 1 are each represented by a function that is expected to transform a conﬁguration if the rule is applicable and raise
the exception Rule if the rule does not apply. The extra integer argument in some of these functions is used to specify
to which theory module the rule should be applied.
Implementation details of the core module are provided by a functor taking theory modules as parameters. Fig. 4
shows such a functor Core that for simplicity takes only two parameters T0 and T1. The type config is now
deﬁned to be either Bottom (representing the conﬁguration ⊥) or a record whose ﬁelds var, gamma, delta, s0,
s1 correspond to the components in a proper conﬁguration 〈V []  []  [] 0,1〉.
The code for deduct and contradict directly translates the corresponding inference rules deﬁned in Fig. 1.
Note the calls these functions make to the theory modules’ functions infer and sat. The (straightforward) code for
the functions arrange and branch is not shown for the sake of brevity. The code for the function abstract is
also omitted because it would require us to describe the mechanism for extracting pure i-terms—a technicality that is
not essential for the purpose of this section.
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module Strategy = functor (Core:CORE) -> struct
type a = Ab of int | Ar | De of int | Co of int | Br
type e = Act of a | Repeat of e | Seq of e*e | Choose of e*e
let rec run c s = match s with
Act(Ab(i)) -> Core.abstract i c
| Act(Ar) -> Core.arrange c
| Act(De(i)) -> Core.deduce i c
| Act(Co(i)) -> Core.contradict i c
| Seq(e1,e2) ->
run (try run c e1 with Core.Rule(_)->c) e2
| Choose(e1,e2) ->
(try run c e1 with Core.Rule(_)->run c e2)
| Repeat e ->
(try run (run c e) (Repeat e) with Core.Rule(c’)->c’)
let sat_convex s lset =
let c = try run (Core.init lset) s with Rule(c’)->c’
in Core.is_proper c
end
Fig. 5. Implementation details of the strategy module (without backtracking).
8.3. The strategy module
The implementation of the strategy module is given as a functor that takes a module Core of signature CORE as
argument and returns a module containing the deﬁnitions of types a and e, and functions run and sat_convex. In
Fig. 5 we show the code for a Strategy functor that works for combinations of convex theories. A full treatment of
non-convex theories would require an implementation of the branching rule through some form of backtracking. The
important issue of an efﬁcient implementation of backtracking is out of the scope of the paper.
The types a and e are for actions and strategies as deﬁned in Section 4. For instance, the term
Repeat(Choose(Co(0),De(0))) represents the strategy (Co0 ⊕ De0)∗.
The function run takes as arguments a conﬁguration c of type Core.config and a strategy s of type e and returns
the conﬁguration obtained by applying s to c. The input strategy s is inspected and destructed by pattern-matching
in order to apply the appropriate rule. Thus, the implementation of run follows directly the inference rules given in
Fig. 2, except that we use the same function Choose to implement both choice operators + and ⊕.
The function sat_convex takes as arguments a strategy s and a set of literals lset; it just runs the strategy
s on the initial conﬁguration Core.init lset and reports whether the result is a proper conﬁguration or not.
When all theories are convex and s is a decision strategy, sat_convex is a decision procedure for the combined
theory.
9. Conclusion and related work
We have presented results of our initial study of design of correct algorithms for combining decision procedures.
Having in mind a modular implementation with theory modules as black boxes and a core programmable control
module, we formalized the entire system as an inference system that is convenient to reason about and to reﬁne. Our
system is Nelson–Oppen, but we have shown that the congruence closure algorithm and Shostak’s algorithm can be
incorporated into it with additional rules so that overall correctness is preserved. We have also given a simple strategy
language capable of expressing complex combination algorithms. Proving correctness of a concrete algorithm written
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as a strategy amounts to proving one or two simply stated properties of the strategy; the rest follows from the correctness
of the whole system.
The Nelson–Oppen method has been widely adopted as the basis for combination algorithms [27]. Its bare bones
versions are described and proved correct by Ringeissen [25] and by Tinelli and Harandi [32]. We work at the level of
abstraction that is close to these works, but our system is extended with implementation-related details.
A series of recent papers is devoted to proofs of correctness of various versions of the Shostak algorithm. Rueß and
Shankar [26] andGanzinger [16] consider the algorithm for combining a free theory with one Shostak theory. In Barrett,
Dill and Stump [7], the algorithm is for the combination of a Shostak theory with any convex theory. Finally, Shankar
and Rueß [28] settle the case of a free theory combined with an arbitrary number of Shostak theories. (The same case
is considered in the preliminary draft [17].) We have borrowed from all these sources. In particular, the idea to model
the whole system by state-transformation rules is already in [16] and in [2,33], which also uses regular expressions to
express various strategies for the same system. Our system allows arbitrary combinations of stably inﬁnite theories and
so is signiﬁcantly more general. Moreover, this generality does not come at the price of ignoring important details, as
demonstrated by modeling the Shankar–Rueß algorithm as a strategy for our system.
The work presented in this paper together with our related work [18] contributes to the understanding of the scope
of the Shostak algorithm. In [18] we showed that direct combination of solvers of Shostak theories is not possible. It
appears that the Shostak algorithm is largely a single theory affair: in a modular implementation, there is no advantage
in allowing the core module to have access to solvers of individual Shostak theories. Rather, they are used for efﬁcient
implementation of theory module interfaces that we termed Shostak optimization in Section 6. Note, however, that the
core module can beneﬁt from having direct access to canonizers of the component theories; it makes selecting relevant
equation possible, as described in Section 5.
We have shown that our inference system with strategies can in a straightforward manner be turned into modular
implementations with precisely speciﬁed interfaces for theory modules. High assurance in the correctness of such
implementations can be argued based on the ability to simulate them in our abstract system. A similar project has
been carried out recently by Barrett [4]; see also [5]. Barrett veriﬁed a combination procedure described as a modular
system with an impressive list of implementation features; his system includes non-convex theories, but allows only
one Shostak theory. The proof covers soundness but not termination, and takes over 120 pages. We believe our approach
brings about signiﬁcant improvements: techniques for cleaner prover designs, with correctness proofs that are shorter,
more general, more understandable, and reusable.
At the time of this writing, we only have a prototype implementation of a combined decision procedure, the simpliﬁed
version of which is sketched in Section 8. 10 It was written as a tool for our experimentation and supports only free
theories and two versions of the theory of lists. A full industrial quality implementation would require a set of well-
designed theory modules as well as some additional engineering at the core/strategy level, and is left for future work.
As in most accounts of the Nelson–Oppen procedure, the systems described in this paper can only check satisﬁability
of formulas that are conjunctions of literals. In theory, this is no limitation because satisﬁability of any open formula
can be tested by ﬁrst bringing the formula into disjunctive normal form, and then testing the disjuncts. However, there
is a potential blow-up in the preprocessing phase that renders the system inefﬁcient for input formulas that are long and
complex boolean combinations of literals. Several modern provers overcome this problem by combining the Nelson–
Oppen procedure with a propositional SAT-solver [6,11,31], or a BDD-solver [15,13]. We leave for future research
extending our framework with rules for modeling efﬁcient treatments of arbitrary open formulas given as input.
Future work is needed also to assess the value of optimizations used in current implementations of combined
decision procedures. We have succeeded in expressing several optimizations in a formal system and this could be
the basis for some exact complexity analyses. Furthermore, a combined decision procedure that can execute various
reduction strategies could be useful for making experimental comparisons. We hope that our work will help the SMT-
LIB initiative [24] that encourages standardization of benchmarks, syntax, speciﬁcations, and other resources relevant
to this area.
10 The code is available from the authors upon request.
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